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Abstract 

The primary difficulty in semiconductor heat sink 
(and many other types of heat exchangers) research 
and design is not a lack of interest or money, but rather 
confusion with what being looked for and adequacy of 
the tools used for the search. As recently shown, there 
are few meaningful parameters (apart from sizes and 
weight) or physical characteristics of interest in semi- 
conductor cooler design are local values. Even the max- 
imum temperature of the base Tma~ or semiconductor 
temperature are not local. In this work outlined the de- 
scription in detail of arguments on how, and for what  
reasons, the measured data  are to be simulated or mea- 
sured and represented in a way that  allows design goals 
to be formulated primarily with bulk physical charac- 
teristics. We demonstrate why studies of only averaged 
local integrated variables are not enough. Four sample 
semiconductor heat sinks of two morphologies (three 
samples of round pin fin and one sample of longitudi- 
nal rib fin sinks) were studied by different techniques 
and models. There were changes in by-pass values, ex- 
ternal heat flux and flow rate. The results are depicted 
with using new parameters that  better  represent the 
needs of a design process as well as the usual parame- 
ters used in the past. Characteristics reported are the 
heat transfer rate in solid phase, relative fin effective- 
ness, and influence of only morphology features among 
others. Some suggestions for heat sink design are dis- 
cussed. 

Nomenclature 

Cp 
dh - 
clpo~ 
dS  - 

f 
< f > f  

f 
I f  - 

Eeffl - 

gm 
K T  - 

(m} - 

specific heat  [ J / ( k g .  K)] 
hydraulic diameter [rn] 
- 4 < rn > / S ~  characteristic length Ira] 
interphase differential area 
in porous medium [rn 2] 

- internal surface in the REV [rn 2] 

- averaged over Af~f value f 
- value f ,  averaged over Af~f in a REV 

value f morpho-fluctuation in a f~f 

Fanning friction factor of momentum 
resistance in the volume [-] 
effectiveness of heat transfer 
per unit  volume [ l /K]  

- heat transfer rate per unit volume per 
unit  temperature  difference [ W / ( m 3 K ) ]  

- turbulent eddy viscosity [m2/s] 

turbulent eddy thermal 
conductivity [I/V/(inK)] 

averaged porosity [-] 
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N ?.t w 

q~ 

P 
R e c h  

~wb 
Swin t  

Ub 

Subscripts 

f 
i 
L 
m 

8 

T 
213 

bot tom wall Nusselt number [-] 
pumping power per unit of volume [W/m 3] 
heat flux through the bot tom surface 
of the heat sink [W/m e ] 

- pressure [Pal 
- Reynolds number of pore 

hydraulic diameter [-] 
- internal surface plus bot tom 

wall wetted surface [m e ] 
- specific surface of a porous 

medium OS~/Aft [l/m] 
- bot tom wetted surface Ira2] 
- internal surface [m2] 
- overall specific surface per 

unit volume of heat exchanger [l/m] 
- inlet temperature of the coolant [K] 
- maximum temperature of the walt [K] 

- averaged interstitial velocity [m/s] 

fluid phase 
component of turbulent vector variable 
laminar, lower scale 
scale for nondimensionalization 
solid phase 
turbulent 
wall 

Superscripts 

- value in fluid phase averaged over the REV 
mean turbulent quantity 

u - upper scale 
• - nondimensional value 

Greek letters 

(~T - 

~ in t  

OL w 

turbulent heat transfer 
coefficient [W/m2 K] 
mean heat transfer coefficient in volume 
of heat sink (averaged over 
the internal surface) [W/m2K] 
bottom surface (wetted plus through the solid
phase) heat transfer coefficient [W/m2K] 
 

ft - volume of the heat sink [m3] 

Aft representative elementary 
volume (REV) [rn 3] 

Af~y pore volume in a REV [m3] 
kinematic viscosity [m2/s] 

~T averaged turbulent eddy viscosity [m2/s] 
pf density of the coolant fluid[kg/m 3] 

Introduction 

The primary goal in semiconductor heat sink design 
is simple. It is to increase the heat transfer while de- 
creasing the momentum resistance as for regular closed 
type heat exchangers is the goal. Nevertheless, as soon 
as everyone agrees that  the best way to achieve the 
maximum heat transfer rate within a particular vol- 
ume of heat sink is through the introduction of addi- 
tional heat exchanging elements (ribs or pins of differ- 
ent shape) the problem becomes a two scale heteroge. 
neous volumetric heat exchanger design problem. The 
processes on the lower scale heat transport - which is 
the local convective and conductive heat transfer inside 
and around transfer elements (ribs, fins), are no longer 
describe the heat transfer rate of the whole sink. We 
name here the upper scale of the device the spacial 
scale which is usually corresponds to one of the device' 
sizes. The semiconductor heat sink has three sizes of 
the scale -0(10cm), also the properties of the device 
performance as heat transfer rate or efficiency are re- 
lated to or considered at as in the upper scale. At the 
same time, the formulation of the problem of a heat 
sink for a one-temperature,  or even a two-temperature 
homogeneous medium does not involve or connect the 
local (lower scale) transport  characteristics determined 
by the morphology of the surface elements, directly to 
the performance of heat sink nor does it give guidance 
on how to improve the performance characteristics. 

In our effort to tie the experimental characteristics 
of heat sink to the theoretical scaled (VAT) descrip- 
tion and simulation of semiconductor base-to-air heat 
sinks, we came to the process of coupling of two scale 
modeling and experiment for heat sink design. Most 
past work focused on the upper scale performance char- 
acteristics resulting in many efforts to measure the 
bulk heat transport  rate and in modeling of numerous 
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morphologies (see, for example, Andrews and Fletcher 
(1996), Bejan and Morega, (1993); Bejan, (1995); Fab- 
bri (1999); Jubran, Hamdan, and Abdualh (1993); Kim 
and Kim (1999); You and Chang (1997), etc.). In the 
two scale set up, VAT upper scale governing equations 
applicable to this problem, contain four additional de- 
scriptive terms in the momentum equation (for ID tur- 
bulent equation), seven terms in the fluid temperature 
equation, and five additional terms in the solid phase 
(reflecting heat transport through ribs, pins) temper- 
ature equations ( Gratton et al. 1996; Travkin and 
Carton, 1999; Travkin et al., 2000 ). 

At the present time, only few first experimental set- 
ups needed for development of experimental technique 
for VAT heat exchanger study were performed (Rizzi 
et al., 2001; Travkin et al., 2001b). Contrary to simu- 
lation numerical experiments, the physical experiment 
is usually much more restrictive in terms of the number 
of local experimental points that can be obtained. It 
is a problem to properly make local measurements and 
to relate the measurements within the volume of the 
heat exchange device to the results from simulations 
because the data point is a pint value and the simu- 
lation value is an average over a volume of finite size. 
In this modeling effort and experiment we attempt to 
deal with both using the two-scale approach. 

We analyze effectiveness models by Andrews and 
Fletcher (1996), parameters by You and Chang (1997), 
Fabbri (1999), among others, in effort to reveal the pos- 
itive features in them. Andrews and Fletcher (1996), 
provide comparisons of a wide variety of heat enhanc- 
ing technologies based on the parameter of heat trans- 
fer rate per unit volume per unit temperature difference 
(Sad~an/Q) and pumping power per unit volume Pp/~ 

The two morphologies we dealt in this study of 
heat sink design were researched numerous times based 
on conventional one scale heat transfer-fluid mechan- 
ics descriptions see, for example, among others the 
works by Bejan and Sciubba (1992), Bejan and Morega 
(1993), Bejan (1995, 1999), Kim and Kim (1999), You 
and Chang (1997). The major problem with this ap- 
proaches is that their formulations (and consecutive ex- 
perimental or theoretical studies) are done on the lower 
scale (homogeneous) of description - but the answers 
have been sought for the upper scale - general scale of 
the heat transfer device. As we mentioned, this gives 
the gap between the formulations and the goals. 

In our previous studies (Travkin et al., 2000, 
2001a,b) and in the current one we do not need to 
compare any of the local characteristics or functions 
(although we obtained all of the functions in their cor- 
responding models). We are mostly interested in ques- 
tion of how the device behaves in experiments and in 
the corresponding mathematical simulation as a whole 
unit. At the same time we are not engaged into the bal- 
ance studies conventional in the heat exchangers tech- 

nology. 

Heterogeneous VAT Based One Phase Analysis of 
Semiconductor Heat Sinks Experimental Data for Two 
Morphologies of Semiconductor Heat Sinks 

Using the heterogeneous media simplified VAT per- 
formance models and characteristics for heat transfer in 
a flat channel with non specified medium morphologies 
of heat transfer volumetric results in the following: 

a) overall heat transfer rate through the fluid phase 
per unit vohlme per unit temperature difference in the 
device 

Sau-~azt [ W ] 
g ~ -  7 '  ~ , (1) 

where San is the total heat exchanging internal (in- 
cluding the bottom wetted surface) surface, -'~all is the 
combined (averaged over the all internal and bottom 
surfaces) heat transfer coefficient, and ft is the volume 
of heat exchanger; and 

b) pumping power per unit volume of the sink Pp = 
[w/m3] ; 

c) effectiveness parameter for heat transfer through 
the fluid phase for the volume of the heat sink is 

g_~eff l  = - - ,  Pp 
As such the characteristics' formulae given above are 

the same as used for heat exchangers performance else- 
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where (see, for example, Andrews and Fletcher, 1996). 
Given that  we use the two scale VAT approach their 
detailed mathematical  formulations would be very dif- 
ferent as disclosed below. 

Important  characteristic to evaluate in the heat ex- 
change device, is the heat transfer rate H,  for a known 
heat flux q~ through the bot tom surface of the heat 
sink 

& . a *  ks , 
Hr -~ (T~,~a, - T ~ )  - - = N u ~ S ; ~  

[ w ] 
n u ~  4---~,.%' ; ,  (2) 

where the value of wall heat transfer coefficient a *  
[m---~Wg] (artificial actually heat transfer coefficient)we 
do not need to know because we use the value of as- 
signed bottom wall heat flux q~ [ ~ ]  which is assumed 
as known. We determine it through the electrical power 
input. We recognize in this experiment set-up that  the 
proper defined heat transfer coefficient a* u is hardly 
achievable using current equipment and techniques. At 
the same time, we are in the position to know exactly 
the amount of heat transferring to the upper base sur- 
face and plate fins volume. In the above expression for 
H~ still used the overall heat transfer surface San just 
to preserve the general homogeneous formulation (1) 
for the heat transfer rate Hr. 

The next interesting feature of this approach is that  
one can assess the value of N u ~  and consequently the 
value of a *  (wall heat transfer coefficient - which is 
unknown generally before experiment) as 

qw k/ , 
(T~,ma, - Ti~,) = NUw dpo~.S~-- 

__ q~dpo~ q~, 
N u w  -- (Twm~ -- T~n) k I ' a *  = (Twmax -- T~n)" (3) 

In this expression for Nu~, one can calculate or knows 
any variable on the right side. Note - that  this is not an 
internal porous medium heat transfer Nusselt number. 
It is the bot tom wall averaged across both phases Nu~o 
number. Implicitly it means still - the overall (bot- 
tom and internal surface) Nusselt number. Some more 
detail on evaluation of H~, Pp, and effectiveness E~//1 
based on experiment see in Travkin et al. (2001b) and 
Rizzi et al. (2001). 

The heat transfer rate H~ and effectiveness number 
Eeffl has been explicitly used for comparison of our 
four sink samples - three samples with staggered pin 
fins and one sample with longitudinal fins - Figs. 1-2. 

Under all the test conditions employed, more than 
98% of the heat generated in the copper block passed, 
through the heat sinks, to the air in the wind tun- 
nel duct. To apply the corresponding VAT simulation 
techniques, temperatures along the pin fins were taken. 
For each of three pin fins of the pin fin heat sinks along 
the flow direction, temperatures forward and backward 
were measured. Furthermore, the same pin fins were 
drilled to allow the collocation of two wires in order to 
measure the pin fin temperature at 1/3 and 2/3 of its 
height. The same technique was used for longitudinal 
fins sink - Figs. 1-2. 

The heat dissipating enhanced surfaces of pin fin 
samples are made of aluminum with a conductivity of 
225 [W/m K], while the longitudinal fin sink has alu- 
minum conductivity 204 [W/m K]. Each of the three 
pin fin heat sinks had constant fin height 0.0381m, con- 
stant fin diameter 0.00318m, but the pitch was varied. 
All the three pin fin heat sinks tested had a staggered 
pin fin layout. The procedure was repeated for input 
powers of 50, 125 and 222 W. 

For more detail on experiment set up, measurement 
techniques, and some preliminary results of data  reduc- 
tion see Rizzi et al. (2001) and Travkin et al. (2001b). 
Data reduction analysis shown that  there are still insuf- 
ficiencies in the applied above bulk simple performance 
characteristics and some of them would be improved 
filrther. 

Heterogeneous Two-Scale Two-Phase VAT Analysis of 
Semiconductor Heat Sinks Experimental Data 

The heat transfer process in a semiconductor heat 
sink embraces processes in both phases - air and solid 
phase. Nevertheless, in the only obtained above crite- 
ria all belongs and take into account the characteristics 
of fluid (convective) heat transfer, and not even one co- 
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efficient used explicitly which describes the solid phase 
characteristics. We introduce the heat transfer rate in 
the solid phase of heat sink. It is based on the same idea 
of intensity of heat transfer through the solid phase. It 
is assessed as the heat transfer rate (via the solid phase) 
per unit volume per unit temperature difference 

S ~ q s  ~wint-~int  

[2 (Twmax - Tin) [2 

sos(-ks ) 
f~ 

W - ~ i n t d p o r  __  S~s q~ 
[m---g~] , B i -  k ~ '  Chnt- S~i,--t A T '  (5) 

where S~os is the bot tom solid phase (pin fins or ribs 
etc.) cross-section area which can characterize the heat 
transfer capability of the internal surface of the heat 
sink to some extend. Because the internal heat flux can 
be determined with the two temperature differences we 
use both as 

qint = -~intAT = aintATint , (6) 

Swintqint = ( ° Q n t A T i n t )  ~win t  ---- 

= (-~mt/kT) Swint, [W], 

meaning ai~t ¢ aint, but we agree with this, because 
our goal is in no means to find the correct c~i~t - we are 
doing the different task. In our assessment by Travkin 
et al. (2001b) we accepted point of view when S~,i,,t = 
S~s which simplified the analysis. Now we want to 
apply also the following definitions 

and 

qint 
Olin t ~- 

( A T  = ( r ~ o ~  - T~ . ) ) '  
qint 

~ = ( f T~. t  = (T , .~  - T~n) ) ' 

S qs Swin t  ATqint __ Swint-~int  = ws ~ - T '  

S~,~tqi,~t = S~sqs, 

(7) 
ksOTs ~ W 
q s = - -  - ~ n -  ks , [~-~], %?d <s>q~, 

(here Ts meaning the fins medium solid phase tem- 
perature Ts ~ {T}s ). 

If we would know qs then H~s can be evaluated. All 
other variables are known or experimentally assessable. 
The value of qs was assessed through our measure- 
ments, having the measurements already in the few 
sets of two consecutive points along of the pins with 
known distance between them Az. 

For the pin fin sinks 

~ w s q s  /-/~s = = (9) 
a (T~mox - T , . )  

( ksOTs'~ (TrR2n) np~ns (10) 
= \ -  ~ ]  LxLyL, (T, om~, - T, , ) '  

while for the longitudinal fin sink 

( ~ )  (WlinLU) nfins (11) 
Hrs = -ks  L~'L~L~ (T~,~o~ - T~,~)' 

with fins width wyi,~ : 6.35rnm, and number of fins 

n f ins  = 8.  

There are the phase based definitions of the effec- 
tiveness parameters of solid phase Eeffs = Hrs/Pp. For 
longitudinal fin sink it is 

m~ [ B i ( 3 2 S ~ i , u  E e * * s -  pp = f~<.~y,> 

, I ,  [1], 
-~intdpor Swsqsdpor Bi - 

= (-ks-~--~)dpo~Szo8 (14) 

which also has the factor {32 s ~  (m)3 ksp}] < n<m~,> s5 ,3 ] which 
combines the influence of morphology and physical 
characteristics of both phases. 

- -  s~ ~,3 ] 02)  

(13) 
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The bot tom flat surface fluid phase heat transfer ef- 
fectiveness is 

S~b q~ . (15) H~b: H r b / = -  
Ee::,b: -- p~ , f~ (T~mo~ - T~)  

All these parameters like Hr, H,s, Hrb /  (Figs. 3-4) 
are directly involved in the VAT mathematical  gov- 
erning equations modeling in a simple way. They are 
also helpfill in delivering some more details in terms of 
energy balance verification which can not be observed 
with the only fluid phase heat transfer rate Hr. The 
amount of heat, for example, dissipated through the 
fins P/ins and the complimentary amolmt of heat Pb/ 
which went to air through the bot tom plate of sink ~ R  
were compounding to the balances which were not per- 
fectly matched to the input power - Figs. 3-4. These 
results justified the more advanced implementation of 
VAT approach. 

Heterogeneous VAT Approach to Definition of Criteria for 
Heat Sink Optimization Problem as in Heterogeneous or Like 

Medium 

As it was discussed in the previous paragraphs the 
all matter  of formulation of performance parameters or 
optimization parameters was related to the formulation 
of the mathematical  model for the process. 

Contrary to the homogeneous medium transport  
mathematical  formulations - the scaled heterogeneous 
medium mathematical  models and governing equations 
composed in such a way that  they contain the addi- 
tional terms reflecting physical phenomena which are 
important in heterogeneous medium transport  and can 
not be seen or inchlded in the traditional homogenous 
formulations. That  means, that  these additional ef- 
fects should find their ways to the description or mod- 
els which reflect the characteristics of performance of 
the device. 

Let's start with the analysis of the variables which 
are the most looked after in this problem. As one ob- 
serves that  most of variables which usually modeled or 
measured are non-local as is. Below given few of the 
most pertinent variables and their actual meanings 
Ts - { T s ) . ,  - 

q~./ = {q~o}:, q~. -- {q~.}s, 

v - { v } : ,  H r -  (Hr)o , 

P. = {P.}: _ s.. { Ap}: {u}: = 

= S y z { A p } / 1  (17) 
gt Af~ s 

Af~f 

2~:  U 

2(m) (_~_P) 4(m)  
- -  - 2  , dh ~- dpor - - - , ( 1 8 )  

~:g s~ s~ 

where the phase averaging {q~}/ and {q~}s is im- 
plicitly used, while one needs to recognize that  the writ- 
ten notations do not reflect correctly the conditions of 
variable's consideration, calculation or measurement. 

Now one can apply some VAT formulae to obtain the 
real heterogeneous fluid phase heat transfer rate which 
includes heat fluxes via the interface OS, ,  and via the 
bottom wetted surface 

W ] Soua*u_ - 

1 OT/ - '  
( - K ~ ) - w - -  . d s  --  S~b* (19) 

DAT 

_ _  
b 

OS.b / 

this needs to be compared to Hr developed above and 
used as heterogeneous parameter for unknown bottom 
heat flux 
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~allO~;ll , * 
H r  = ~ = ~-~* ~all = 

k f S w  , a *ttdpor 
N u a u  4 - ~  S~z' N U a l l  - -  k f  

Next is the heterogeneous solid phase heat transfer 
rate H~ assessed as 

~- ~ (Twmax  T i n )  - k a r T s  T s d s 1  
--  A ~ f s  " 

OS~b 

( 2 o )  

We take here {q~o}~ but not <q~)~ = (s) {q~}~ be- 
cause we need the heat flux through the only solid 
phase, not through the unit of surface. Still the 
value S~o~ {q~}~/f~ can be close to the value (q~)~ = 
(s> {q~} . 

Comparing to the homogeneous H~ 

= , 

7" 

one would see the difference, for example, in the way 
the heat flux is taken in both cases. As we can sus- 
pect based on out prior VAT simulation (for example, 
Travkin and Catton, 1998; Travkin et al., 2000b; etc.) 
that  the more correct mathematical VAT formulation 
would be brought for the simulation the better result 
one should expect. 

Direct Simulation using the VAT 2D Models 

Explaining further the variables and definitions used 
in this two-scale two-phase heterogeneous experimen- 
tal data reduction procedures for the semiconductor 
heat sink experimental evahmtion we would like to re- 
turn to published in 1992, 1995 works (Travkin and 
Catton, 1992, 1995; Gratton et al., 1996) where the 
model for analogous problem of turbulent heat trans- 
fer in a flat channel filled with porous medium was 
used. There are eight nondimensional Medium Spe- 
cific Control Functions (MSCF) or parameters for tur- 
bulent regime (Travkin et al., 2000) on the upper scale 
of simulation. 

The Simplest Case with Constant <m) , Sw- Let 's  write 

those parameters in a simplified possible way (even 
using short-cuts obtained in the turbulent statement 
treatments) 

variable 
L p 2  

L3 

definition 

Zrn Um RerrL.f 

~ f l  ~ C d ~ - -  

L M 4  = A4  = 1~too 

L p 6  

L p T N ( Z )  

* * ( 
O~T ~ ~ T  ~Z*, Tl~*~ ~ UmCpfp.f 

P e r u  * ~ -  C O n S t  
Ak(LM4_I)  OlT 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

variable definition No. 

L p s  = O'b ~- ~ 6 K~ 
Aka I __ A~¢ __ AkLp5 = c o n s t  7 

L B S  = ZmUrn. - -  Per. - -  
1 * 

L B 9  - -  P e T R  - -  K ~ B  = z~..um"TB 8 

where R e m f  = 4Ummo um.d~or P e , ~  = P r R e , ~ f  = 
I ~ S w m  ~--- v ' 

m d~,o,.~,,,~, ,~ , A k  : ~k,, ( L M 4 - - 1 ) :  (1~o_1)  : ~mo, the 

ratio of volumetric fractions of solid and fluid phases, 
• k l r n  

O~ T (Z)  ~- aT(Z) ~--- aT(z) O~Lm = ~--- U m C p f p f .  
OtLrn UrnC.pf  p f ' Zrn 

Also aTB is the turbulent heat diffusivity coefficient at 
the boundary porous layer-solid phase, K.~, and KD are 
the averaged turbulent eddy viscosity and the turbulent 
kinetic energy exchange coefficient. 

The scale parameters used in the turbulent fil- 
tration in this porous medium model are m.~ = 

__ 4 m  0 . l ~ e m  f ~ 4Um mo __ un~Zm . m0; z m  = Xm - -  Swm ' vSwm v ' 
( _ ~  d(p> I ) 1/2 

= / = u m,  T m  = KTm~ u m  \ ps d~ ; b m  2 .  ~mQo. K m m  = 

ZmUm = u R e m f ;  K T m  ~- K m m c p f p y  = Z m U m C p f p f ;  

S ~ m  = 6(1-mo) g ~  dp Or SwO; O~m = zm = U m C p f p f ;  Calm = 

• Here m0 is the scale for variable porosity func- 
tion. It can be given value of a mean porosity in the 
medium. All of the above transformations used in the 
nondimensional, turbulent regime governing equations 
(Travkin and Catton, 1995; Gratton et al., 1996) 
7 
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cO ( . C O ~ * )  
cOz* K ~ z *  = 2L3u*2 - LM4, (21) 

K *  \ cOz* ] + ~ \ \ L~,s + K~ dz* ] +(22) 

+4 (L~) ~ *~ - 2K~ \ ~ ]  = C ~ . ,  

~* (z*) aT; (x*,z*) 
cOx, - Oz, K; (z) Oz, ] + 

+4Lp6 [T* (x*,z*) - T] (x*,z*)] , (23) 
Lp6 = a~.(z) S* (z) = const, (24) 

02Ts * 
0 7  - 4 (LpTN)[T: - T/] , 

with the boundary conditions 

(25) 

/ /  

z=+0 ---- K.. -- - - ,  (26) 
Z m  ~ t m  

OT; 
~=+o = 1, -L.~-g~-Iz--+o= 1. (27) 

K~I 

OT* 
- L ~ 8 ~ z ,  I 

In the laminar regime the governing equations bring 
the six nondimensional parameters to control the per- 
formance of heat sink 

Name variable minimum 
10-5 
10 -3 

2.1 

maximum 
5 x 107 
105 
2 x I07 

0 
10 .3 

1.0 l0 s 
1020 

1012 

No. 

1 
2 
3 

L3N = RemyCd 

L M 4 N  = Re,~y ( l /m0)  
1 

L p 5  - -  Re,,,, 

Lp6  = ce, L = aL(Z) 
Ot r~ rr~, 

P e  m • 
L p 7 N  = A])(LM4_I)O~L 

L B8 ~ = Ak Lp~ 
These sets of VAT equations for turbulent and lami- 

nar regimes we accepted as simulating tool for multipa- 
rameter statistical design of experiments for optimiza- 
tion of heat sink design based on two-scale presentation 
of heat transfer processes (Travkin et al., 2000, 2001c). 

One can observe from the above governing state- 
ments that even the simple VAT formulations of the 
scaled device as semiconductor heat sink are in great 
difference to the homogeneous models. The following 
question is natural  - For what  reason we need to com- 
plicate the modeling effort ? 

And the same simple answer apply - there is no other 
way to improve the modeling nature and to get im- 
provements in performance - more than 50 years of heat 
exchangers design evidences in a favor of this move- 
ment. 

The next logical step in obtaining the better  per- 
formance characteristics for volumetric heat dissipa- 
tion device (as heat sink, for example) is to consider 
the whole number of effects which participate in the 
momentum and heat transport  in a bulk heteroge- 
neous volume. Thus, in the momentum equation those 
are convective and diffusive heterogeneous fluctuations 
transport terms in governing equations (Travkin et al. 
2000). In fluid temperature  equation, for example, 
those are the terms with convective fluctuations trans- 
port and two terms with surficial effect of inhomoge- 
neous temperature  of interface. All of these four terms 
need to be added to conventional heat flux via interface 
exchange term. For the problems of such a complexity 
with integro-differential partial differential equations at 
present t ime unknown an applicable optimization the- 
ory. We applied to this multiparameter optimization 
problem the method of design of experiments (DOE) 
(Travkin et al., 2000,2001a). Our results in simulation, 
experimentation and optimization studies allowed us 
to design new series of three scale semiconductor heat 
sink which we will discuss in an outgoing work. 

Conclusions 

While considering the problem of experimental set- 
ups and experimental data  reduction for the two-scale 
semiconductor heat sink the number of new criteria for 
momentum and heat transport  in that  problem were 
derived to connect the local and overall (as temperature 
in inlet and outlet, etc.) characteristics to a mathe- 
matics of VAT scaled models. The heat transfer device 
is presented as the two scale local- non-local hetero- 
geneous heat exchanger with controls on both scales. 
For example, the heat transfer rates and effectiveness' 
are formulated for both phases which improve the en- 
Copyright © 2001 by ASME 



ergy balance assessment, while characterize better the 
model using morphology characteristics. 

The reason for heterogeneous parameters usage is 
shown while deploying the analysis of experimental 
results for heat sink performance - it is the better, 
more exact description of influence of medium and both 
phases characteristics on transport performance. 

These criteria (parameters) are so specific that allows 
to distinguish the input of any mechanism or mode of 
heat transfer occurring in the device. We outline the 
few levels of modeling available in this problem with 
consequences for experimental procedures and design, 
because the bigger number of influencing phenomena 
make possible the bigger number of choices in opti- 
mization of performance or just in increasing the heat 
exchange rate to its possible highest level. The latter 
is the goal of preference in cooling of semiconductor 
devices. 

Our experimental results were simulated using non- 
local VAT approach and also compared to a number of 
works in the area of heat sink design and simulation. 
All of this helped to direct purposeful design of new 
class of heat sinks. 
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Fig. 1 Longitudinal fins heat sink - relation between 
lower and upper scale representations, unit vectors 
are the same but scales are different. This REV is 

moving along of  0-z u axis during the averaging and 
closure calculations 
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Figure 3 Solid phase heat transfer rate Hrs(Pp) and bottom 
surface (minus fins occupied area) fluid phase heat transfer 
rate Hr,~(Pp) in experiments with heat sink #R 
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Figure 4 Fluid phase bulk heterogeneous effectiveness Ee.l(Pp) 
for plate heat sink as well as solid phase effectiveness 
E ..(Pp) and bottom surface (minus fins occupied area) fluid 
effectiveness Ee.,t.(Pp) and dissipated through fins P,n.(Pp) 
and bottom surface P~(Pp) amount of heat in experiments with 
heat sink #R 
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